**Locations of Women’s, Gender Inclusive/All-Gender & Single Occupant Bathrooms**

Restrooms at SUNY ESF may be used by any person regardless of gender identity or expression. Most restrooms listed below are multi-stall; individual, lockable restrooms are noted as ⚰, ♂, or ♀. Nursing room is NOT a restroom. Revised 2/24/2020

| **BAKER LAB** | ⚰ 1st floor, between Rms 148 and 154 |
| **BRAY HALL** | ⚰ Basement—next to room 22 |
| **GATEWAY** | ⚰ Basement, with changing table |
| **ILLICK HALL** | ⚰ Basement, by vending machine |
| **JAHN LAB** | ⚰ 1st floor, en route to Baker |
| **MARSHALL HALL** | ⚰ Basement |
| **MOON LIBRARY** | ⚰ Downstairs, by stairs |
| **OLD GREENHOUSE** | ⚰ Main entrance, turn right (2) |
| **WALTERS HALL** | ⚰ 1st floor, by elevator |
| **CENTENNIAL HALL** | ⚰ Vending area, outside laundry room (2) |
| **PHYSICAL PLANT** | ⚰ Main floor, 1 each |

**PHYSICAL PLANT**

- ⚰ Main floor, 1 each
- ⚰ Wheelchair width stall
- ⚰ Assistive door to room
- ⚰ Assistive doors, room AND stall
- ⚰ not a restroom
- ⚰ Shower
- ⚰ menstrual

**Key:**
- ⚰ Wheelchair width stall
- ⚰ Assistive door to room
- ⚰ Assistive doors, room AND stall
- ⚰ not a restroom
- ⚰ Shower
- ⚰ menstrual

- ⚰ All gender, single occupant
- ⚰ single occupant, women/
- ⚰ single occupant, men/
- ⚰ or ⚰ planned update
- ⚰ changing table

1 ESF had few women (and women’s restrooms!) for its first 40+ yrs; some rooms are hard to find. Pre-ubiquitous email, communication among the few women was also difficult. Ironically, the need for those few spaces was a common denominator. Thus, Bathroom Signage was born ca 90s; 1st 20 sign holders placed in 2003.

2 Gender Expression Non-Discrimination Act (GENDA) passed by NY State Legislature in January of 2019. While SUNY Legal advises that SUNY buildings are NOT subject to Public Buildings Law, SUNY Admin supports campuses adopting this language and better advertising single occupant spaces.

3 Not all single stall rooms lock.

4 **Nursing Room.** NYS law protects rights of mothers to nurse wherever they have the right to be. If you are in need of a private space to pump, 313 Bray meets state and federal standards for employer-provided space to express breastmilk (lockable, chair, counter, outlet, NOT a restroom) + a sink & info. Other rooms may be arranged by individual users, or by the coordinator hosting their visit. More info: [http://www.esf.edu/womenscaucus/faq.htm#Is_ESF_breastfeeding_friendly](http://www.esf.edu/womenscaucus/faq.htm#Is_ESF_breastfeeding_friendly)

Send corrections and updates, and report missing sign holders or URL labels to ESF Women’s Caucus, c/o Heather Engelman, engelman@esf.edu

[www.esf.edu/womenscaucus/faq.htm#bathrooms](http://www.esf.edu/womenscaucus/faq.htm#bathrooms)
Parking and Accessibility Map
University Police 470-6667

Note: The campus is on a hill. Please call for recommended wheelchair route.

Handicapped parking lots
- Baker Laboratory – P17, 4 spaces
- Bray Hall – P1, 4 spaces
- Centennial Hall, 4 spaces
- Illick Hall – P4, 1 space
- Marshall Hall – P9, 1 space; P8, two spaces; P7, 2 spaces
- P16, 1 space
- Stadium Place – P22, 4 spaces
- Walters Hall – P1, 4 spaces

Key
- Driving directions to lot P22
- Walking directions to Admissions
- University Police department
- Wheelchair entrance access
- Blue Light help phones
- Visitor parking spaces